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Issue
Name and 
Program # Source Type Channel Air Date

Air 
Time

Program 
Duration

Topic 
Duration

Military Families/YouthPublic Report P    PR103116RAYA WRAY 30.1 01/17/17  2:00pm 28:30 28:30
       

Scott Sauls interviews Ken Wasley from Children of Fallen Heroes.  Ken’s dad was on the Army Golden Knight 
parachute team and was killed in an airplane accident.  He saw the needs of families of veteran families.  He worked with 
other non-profit organizations and saw what worked.  They do tandem skydiving, offer scholarships for children, have 
equestrian center for kids and are working on a sailing program.  All military branches, law enforcement, fire departments 
and EMT’s families are included.  Their greatest need is funding.

Issue
Name and 
Program # Source Type Channel Air Date

Air 
Time

Program 
Duration

Topic 
Duration

Youth Public Report P    PR102716RAYB WRAY 30.1 01/14/17  2:00pm 28:30 28:30
       

Host Troy Brown interviews Dr. Douglas Searcy from Barton College in Wilson, NC.  Dr. Searcy has been with Barton 
for 14 months.  They put their student’s needs first, encouraging them to push themselves and look deeper for 
opportunities.  Spiritual development and character development are important.  They are encouraged to explore their 
calling.  Staff wants to serve students and to encourage them to be better citizens.  96% of last years graduates are 
employed or in graduate school.

Issue
Name and 
Program # Source Type Channel Air Date

Air 
Time

Program 
Duration

Topic 
Duration

Young Women’s EsteemPublic Report P    PR010417RAYA WRAY 30.1 01/21/17  2:30pm 28:30 28:30
       

Scott Strother interviews Dr. Tiffany Tyson on Personal Empowerment for young women and girls.  Their organization 
uses music, art, literature and science to help young women deal with self esteem and bullying issues.  Dr. Tyson had 
strong women mentors when she was growing up who helped her and she wants to give this opportunity to other young 
women.  They offer workshops that provide counselors and volunteers to teach them to love themselves and to embrace 
the things they like about themselves.   They teach that you can rise above your circumstances and that it’s not about how 
you start, but how you finish.



TCT Special Presentation
Issue Name  and 

Program #
Source Type Channel Air Date Air Time Program 

Duration
Topic 
Duration

Family TCT Special 
Presentation
SP020317WE
L

REC PA/O SD & HD 03/13/17 08:00pm 28:30 27:00

What exactly is unwavering faith?  Bishop Nathaniel Wells, Jr. told the viewers that faith not common sense.  He 
talked about Abraham in Genesis 11 and about his family.  Abraham’s father, Timrah, was an idol maker, but now 
Timrah was dead.  Abraham had faith in his earthly father and he was wrapped up in this life so much that he 
couldn’t see God.  In Genesis 12:1, God told Abraham to get away from his kinfolk and that God would bless 
Abraham provided that Abraham would obey and trust Him.  Bishop Wells talked about Hagar and Ishmael and the 
relationship they had with Abraham and Sarah.  God had a plan for Abraham.  If God has planted a dream or a 
desire, you won’t die until that promise is fulfilled.  Walk by faith and not by sight.  Abraham was now close to 100 
years.  God stepped in and did the impossible – Abraham I promised to give you a son – the only instrument that 
God has to work with is your faith – Ishmael son of flesh – God uses the impossible.  God makes the impossible 
possible.  Go by what you believe, not by what you see.  God has to defend His promises to the believer.  God did 
not allow Ishmael to be the son of the promise.  Ishmael was conceived out of flesh.  God gets the glory out of us.  
We are living epistles.  Just like today, Joshua lived in a generation that didn’t know God.  America is now at a 
crossroads.  We need to determine that if we will live for God or die.  It depends who we choose.  In Genesis 17:19, 
God said that He would establish His covenant with Isaac.  In Galatians 3:27, we read that Jesus Christ was 
Abraham’s seed and His heir according to the promise.  Believe God’s word & His promises.  God is a generational 
God.  Pass your faith on to the next generation.  In Deuteronomy chapter eight it shares what we should be teaching 
our children and about the covenant that our children ought to have.  In Genesis chapters 26 and 28, God renews the 
covenant with Abraham’s descendants.  We are a part of the family of God.  Go back and renew the covenant.  Keep 
the undying faith.  You can rise above the temptation if you keep your eyes on Jesus who is still the answer for 
today.
 
Hope For Your Health
Issue Name  and 

Program #
Source Type Channel Air Date Air Time Program 

Duration
Topic 
Duration

 Hope For 
Your 
Health
HYH09-
2016

REC PA/O SD & HD 02/04/17 7:30am 28:30 26:00

Dr. Don & Susan Ver Hulst started a new series today about the effects that your mind and thinking God’s way have 
on your health.  Dr. Don says that he prefers a healing over a miracle and gave the reasons why.  They elaborated on 
the biblical word “quickened” and the beauty of how God sees us in Christ.  God’s grace is sufficient for you in 
every circumstance.  God has quickened us in the past.  It has ongoing results to us today.  Dr. Don sang his song, 
“I’m Made Completely Full of Life without Any Delay.”

 



Issue Name  and 
Program #

Source Type Channel Air Date Air Time Program 
Duration

Topic 
Duration

 Hope For 
Your 
Health
HYH10-
2016

REC PA/O SD & HD 02/11/17 7:30am 28:30 26:00

Dr. Don and Susan Ver Hulst talked in this program about fear and how that affects your mental health.  Stand in 
faith.  The Bible talks about the Christian’s victory over the devil because we are in Christ.  The devil can’t read 
your mind, but he can sense what your thought patterns may be by what you say, do, listen to, or watch.  “Spiritual 
warfare is a celebration of what has already taken place.”  How do you “take your thoughts and make them captive 
to the obedience of Jesus Christ”?  They taught about how laughter and songs of praise are medicine to your health.  
Don’t make decisions when you are hungry, angry, lonely, or tired.  Dr. Don gave the story of how he wrote his 
song, “Under His Feet”, with help from his daughter Vivian.  He then sang that song.

Issue Name  and 
Program #

Source Type Channel Air Date Air Time Program 
Duration

Topic 
Duration

 Hope For 
Your 
Health
HYH11-
2016

REC PA/O SD & HD 02/18/17 7:30am 28:30 26:00

“I’ve Got Jesus and He’s Enough”.  Self effort is the enemy of God’s grace.  Be empowered to do what you need to 
do.  Remember to rest completely in Jesus.  Dr. Don read a prophetic word that he sent to a sick friend.  “Jesus sets 
you free once and for all”.  What are the things that bug you?  They talked about the bait that the enemy uses to try 
to defeat you, but we were healed 2,000 years ago on Calvary’s cross.  “Praise is like fertilizer for your brain”.  
Change your attitude by what you say.  Dr. Don talked about the brain and your thoughts through physiology.

 
Issue Name  and 

Program #
Source Type Channel Air Date Air Time Program 

Duration
Topic 
Duration

 Hope For 
Your 
Health
HYH12-
2016

REC PA/O SD & HD 02/25/17 07:30am 28:30 26:00

Dr. Don reminded us of his “ten keys that cure”.  They talked about how the things you listen to and look at affect 
your mind and spirit.  Dr. Don and Susan Ver Hulst talked about the importance of renewing your mind and how to 
have the victory in Jesus.  Stress and fear are like fire or a hammer.  They are ok in some situations; but other times, 
they are bad depending on how they are used.  Eliminate the things that cause stress in your life by casting your 
cares upon Jesus. Say yes to Jesus and what He has done in your life.  Follow the voice of Jesus as our Shepherd.  
Dr. Don and Susan also talked about the importance of physical exercise to our health now, as well as spiritual 
exercise and its benefits to us not only in this life, but also in the life to come.

 
Issue Name  and 

Program #
Source Type Channel Air Date Air Time Program 

Duration
Topic 
Duration

 Hope For REC PA/O SD & HD 02/18/17 & 7:30am 28:30 26:00



Your 
Health
HYH13-
2016

03/04/17

How we digest food is very important to our health. When our digestive system is not working properly, it affects 
the rest of our body. Dr. Don Ver Hulst and his Pastor Bernie Blauwkamp from Resurrection Life Church in 
Grandville, MI discuss how God healed Bernie from ulcerative colitis and how God can heal you as well. They 
talked about the importance of eating healthy and other things you can do to get and stay healthy. Healing is a 
process. Dr. Don sang his song “Good like a Medicine” in this program.

 
Issue Name  and 

Program #
Source Type Channel Air Date Air Time Program 

Duration
Topic 
Duration

 Hope For 
Your 
Health
HYH14-
2016

REC PA/O SD & HD 02/18/17 & 
03/18/17

7:30am 28:30 26:00

    SD & HD 03/19/17 12:30pm   
People pray and pray for healing, but they never seem to get healed. Some people say that God heals all diseases, 
but other people say that there are some diseases that will not be healed until we get to Heaven. In this second in 
their series about biblical health, Dr. Don Ver Hulst and his guest Pastor Bernie Blauwkamp talk about the healing 
process and that they would rather have a healing than a miracle and the reasons for that. Dr. Don said that, “just 
because you have symptoms that doesn’t mean that you are not healed”. He sang his song, “I’m Healed, I’m 
blessed” during the program. Dr. Don and Pastor Bernie also talked about the healing classes that they have held at 
Resurrection Life Church in Grandville, MI since 1999. There is power in your words. Start speaking life into your 
body and allow Gods word to transform your thinking and your life.

 
Issue Name  and 

Program #
Source Type Channel Air Date Air 

Time
Program 
Duration

Topic 
Duration

Hope For 
Your 
Health
HYH15-
2016

REC PA/O  03/26/17  28:30 26:00

         
Dr. Don Ver Hulst sang his song about having faith in God.  Dr. Don and guest Pastor Bernie Blauwkamp talked 
about the importance of words.  The facts are that we get sick and have a family history of illnesses.  God’s truth 
overcomes the facts.  Focus on God’s truth, rather than the facts.  Your words are powerful.  Stress is the number 
one enemy of our immune systems, not fear.  The men talked about the book of Mark in the Bible and how Jesus 
dealt with words and health issues.

TOPIC SEGMENT
ISSUES PROGRAM SOURCE TYPE AIR DATE & TIMES

DURATION DURATION 



Youth/ Rejoice 2/5/17 8:00am 28:30
Religion REJ120716AQPB

Host:  Brian Pruitt and Guest:  Trevor Heyd with Stay True Ministries. 
When Trevor came to know Christ, he realized that he could use his passion 

and talents to reach others for Christ. Staying True Ministries’ motto is staying true 
to God by staying true to who He has created you to be. Trevor is able to reach 

teenagers and young adult by grabbing their attention through his talents then 
point them to Christ.

Women/ Rejoice 3/3/17 5:00pm 58:30
Human MA012617AQPB
Trafficking Host:  Apostle James Glenn and Guest:  Debra Smithson, Founder of 
Dayspring Ministries International. 

Dayspring Ministries International is an outreach that helps women who are or 
have been victims of human trafficking. Debra discusses continual 
surrendering of your life to God and continual growth in Him. The ministry will soon be 
launching an outreach to women to equip them to overcome roadblocks in their life. One of the 
biggest obstacles that women face is offense and the struggle to be positive in the 
midst of negative circumstances. 

Government/ Rejoice 1/21/17 1:00pm 28:30
Religion REJ122116AQPA

Host:  Dr. Lonnie Brown and Guest:  Dr. Mark Barclay, Founder of Mark 
Barclay Ministries. 

Dr. Barclay talks about the issue of morality in the world. Scripture says that 
because of the level of immorality, a strong delusion is sent that they would 
choose to believe a lie. The immorality that America is facing comes from a spiritual issue 

and that’s why the government and courts cannot fix it. As a nation we need to 
repent, turn to God, and He will heal us. 



Religion/ TCT Alive 2/6/17 5:00pm 58:30

Other AQP072516AQPA
Host:  Dr. Lonnie Brown and Guest:  Walt Mills. 
Pastor Lonnie and Walt talk about the grace, truth, and repentance. Walt 

explains that most often a false teaching has just enough truth to make you believe 
that it’s all true. Grace does not allow us to continue to blatantly sin but covers us when 
we make a mistake. God knows what’s best for us; however, he won’t force us to follow it, we 
have to choose it everyday.

Religion/ Ask the Pastor 2/13/17 2:00pm 58:30
Other ATP021317AQP

Host:  Dr. Lonnie Brown. Panelists:  Pastor Hurley Coleman, Pastor James 
Glenn, Pastor Richard Sayad, and Pastor Evelyn Wesley-Allen.

Fasting is an intentional process of denying your flesh and consecrating 
yourself to God. As Christians, we can glorify the Lord through a lifestyle of love and 
service to others. The pastors discuss walking in forgiveness and love but allowing the 
Holy Spirit to give you discernment in the relationship with that person who wronged you. When 
you are not allowed to share the gospel at work, you simply live out love and 
coworkers will see how you live differently from the world. 

ISSUE / PROBLEM PROGRAM TITLE SOURCE/TYPE AIR DATE TIME
DURATION

DEATH ASK THE PASTOR REC/PA/O 02/02/17       02:00PM         

58:30      

ATP020217DWO

HOST: A. SHANNON., PANEL: C. BEVIER, J. DENSON, L. JACKSON, H. PRESBERRY

I LOST MY DAUGHTER A FEW WEEKS AGO, ARE THERE SCRIPTURES I CAN READ TO BE 
COMFORTED?

YOU KNOW THERE IS A SCRIPTURE AND I TAKE IT TO HEART AND THINK MOST OF PASTORS 

HAVE UTILIZED IT WHEN MEMORIARIZING THE DEAD AND THAT’S OUT OF THE 

FOURTH CHAPTER OF JOHN WHEN JESUS TALKS ABOUT HIS IMPENDING DEPARTURE – “LET NOT YOUR HEART BE 

TROUBLED.  JUST TO TIE IN ONE OTHER SCRIPTURE WITH THAT WHEN JESUS SAID IN 

THE FIFTH CHAPTER OF MATTHEW, HE SAID BLESSED ARE THEY THAT MOURN FOR THEY SHALL BE COMFORTED.  HE IS 

A COMFORT TO THOSE THAT ARE HURTING.  THEN IN PSALM 46:1 JUST TRUST IN THE LORD, 
HE IS THERE IN THE ROOM WITH YOU.  PUT YOUR DEPENDENCY ON HIM.  IF YOU OUT 

YOUR TRUST IN THE LORD HE WILL COMFORT YOU IN THESE TRYING TIMES. 



DEATH ASK THE PASTOR REC/PA/O 02/02/17       02:00PM         

58:30      

ATP020917DWO

HOST: L. LEWIS JR.., PANEL: W. GOODMAN, K. GRAHAM, G. JENSEN, F. JULIAN, R. PELLE

I lost my son will I see him again when I die?
We know that to be absent from the body is to be present with The Lord.  This is 

just a dress rehearsal down here for what we are going to be doing for all eternity 
and so if your son knows Jesus Christ you will see him again.  We will see each other, we 
will know other in heaven.  We will be reunited with loved ones that have gone on 
before us.  Paul says we do not grieve as those who have no hope.  Our hope is in God, 
that is true, it is yea and amen.  Just keep the faith and trust in God.

Program       Source Air Date Time       Program    Program #          Aired 

    Title       Type       Duration     Number             AT
ATP      Live 01/11/17 2:00pm & 5:30 58:30 Network/WNYB

Host:  Demeris Johnson

Panel:  Myke Merrill, Willie O Dell, Michael Cesar, Mark Hill, Cleveland Howell
Issue: Family, Education, youth

Summary:      A viewer asked What does Grace mean? God Riches at Christ expense, said Pastor Cesar. 
Grace is a gift from God  to all men that we might be saved. We do not deserve it said Pastor Howell.

Program       Source Air Date Time       Program    Program #          Aired 

    Title       Type       Duration     Number             AT
ATP   Live 02/02/17       2:00 &5:30 pm        58:30            WNYB/Network      

         

Host:  Reginald Daymon

Panel:   Timothy Brown Sr, Chris Boeckel, Stan Handzlik, Dennis Lee, Frank Swerdlin
Issue:  Family

Summary The panel discussed what is a Spiritual Battle? Could be in our own heart, said Stan Handzlik. 
Pride, or earthly conflict. Or could be the forces of the adversary. Fast and Pray like Jesus did if the 
enemy tries to challenge to tempt you.

Program       Source Air Date Time       Program    Program #          Aired 



    Title       Type       Duration     Number             AT
ATP            Live 02/08/17 2:00 pm&5:30pm         58:30       
Network/WNYB                       
Host: Pat Hilkey
Panel: Linda Badame, Michael Nace, Bruce Noffsinger, Leo Schifano

Issue:  Family,  Education, Government

Summary:   

The panel discussed how we begin unity in America since the election of the new President. God is the 
authority overall said Linda Badame,we humble ourselves under God. The church rose up and voted said 
Pastor Mike, we watched a supernatural move of God. We pray for people in authority.

Program       Source Air Date Time       Program    Program #          Aired 

    Title       Type       Duration     Number             AT
ATP            Live 03/29/17  2:00&5:30pm  58:30          WNYB 
/Network          

Host: Jefrey Bowens
Panel:   Tom Broderick, Henry Brown, Michael Nace, Doug Sukhia, Tom Tharp
Issue:  Education, Family

Summary:  

The discussion of are you born with Love in your heart, or is love taught? Pastor Doug said that you have 
self appreciation, which is a manifestation of our fallen nature. Tom Broderick explains that God is Love, 
Love is from God. We have to learn by the example of relationship with God.

Program       Source Air Date Time       Program    Program #          Aired 
    Title       Type       Duration     Number             AT
ATP            Live 02/22/17 2:00pm&5:30 pm         58:30 
WNYB/Network                 

Host:  Jeffrey Bowens
Panel:  Henry Brown, Doug Sukhia, Frank Swerdlin, Stan Handzlik
Issue: Family, Minorities, Marriage

Summary:  Discussion of; Is it scriptural to marry outside of your race? One should marry in the Lord 
said Pastor Doug, they must belong to the Lord. There is nothing in the Bible that says not to marry 
outside your race. Be careful said Frank Swerdlin, there could be cultural differences that may cause 
problems.



REJOICE CONTINUITY 1ST Q. 2017

REJ081816TCT – 1/8/17 & 1/16

Host: Tom Nolan

Guest: David D’Archangelo

Topic: Nectar 7

Tom opens the program talking about how to have better health.

David talks about:

~the NAD levels. How your cells regenerate

~how to feel better and have more energy

~how to produce energy

~Nectar 7 Niagen, and what Niagen does for your body.

~The Niagen is used for longevity

~what Collagen does for your body.

~how your NAD drops as you age.

~those organs in your body with the densest mitochondria.

Tom talks about how to get the products.

Tom introduces a rollin of those people that got better as they began taking the product.

REJ120716TCT – 2/13

Hosts: Tom Nolan, Cathy Williams,

Guests: Kasie Craft, Marian Lazan

Tom talks about Marian Lazan.

Kasie talks about:

~the first time that she heard Marian speak.

~how Marion’s story impacted her directly.

~why she desires to share Marian’s story.

Marian talks about:



~the time when she was in the concentration camps.

~how many people were in her family.

~the concentration called Bergen Belsen

~how strong her family to mentally survive the camps.

~how her father died.

~when she met her husband.

~talks about her book called “Four Perfect Pebbles”. 

Tom encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

REJ011917TCT – 2/20

Host: Tom Nolan

Guest: Don Frost

Tom opens the program talking about the Nashville Station

Don talks about what it’s like to be in the gospel music.

~talks about the different kinds of music that he likes.

~talks about some of the other singers that he sang with.

~it’s important to put Jesus first in our lives. 

~some of the miracles that happened when he put God first. 

~talks about how God healed him from a brain aneurysm.

Don prays for those viewers that need a healing. Call for prayer.

Tom encourages the viewers to support TCT. 

#REJ012317TCT – 2/22 & 2/24/17

Host: Tom Nolan



Guest: Bryan Williams

Tom introduces Bryan Williams of the program.

~talks about the documentary of the Tuskegee Airmen.

Bryan talks about the airmen.

~talks about the airmen that got into a dog fight. 

~talks about the airmen, Lee Archer.

~the white solders – how the white solders helped the airmen.

Tom encourages the viewers to get the documentary for $25.

The airmen talk about their experiences in flying in their own words.

~talks about racism in the air force.

~talks about the Spirit of St. Louis.

~their experiences with segregation. 

~the bombing of the military targets.

~Benjamin Davis, Jr.

~their mission to Berlin.

~the airmen that were killed in action.

~segregation in the military.

~the metal that was presented to the airmen.

Bryan talks about if they knew they were making a difference in the world. 

Tom encourages the viewers to get the documentary for $25.

CONTINUITY FOR RABBI LAPIN 1ST Q. 2017

#367

Airdate: 1/2/17



Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore how to become a human lie detector.

#368

Airdate: 1/3/17

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore putting trusted friends in your child’s life so that they may have 
trusted advisors in the future.

#369

Airdate: 1/4/17

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the words “child” (yeled) vs “lad” (naar).

#370

Airdate: 1/5/17

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the two forms of the word “with” - im and et.

#371

Airdate: 1/6/17

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore that there is no word for “hero” in the Hebrew language.

#372

Airdates: 1/9, 1/28 & 2/6/17

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore how “work” and “worship” are the same.

#373

Airdates: 1/10, 1/28 & 2/7/17

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the word “you” and how Hebrew indicates singular vs. plural 
where English does not.

#374

Airdates: 1/11, 1/28 & 2/8/17

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore critical thinking and using that skill to properly read scriptures and 
identify patterns.

#375



Airdates: 1/12, 1/28 & 2/9/17

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore how a family helps children learn to develop a love for people 
outside of themselves and how God dwells in the family.

#376

Airdates:  1/13, 1/28 & 2/10/17

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore how cities are crucial but have potential to be great or to be evil.

#377

Airdates: 1/16, 1/28 & 2/13/17

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the thought process when answering the `Ask the Rabbi` 
questions.

#378

Airdates: 1/17/17 & 2/14/17

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the dilemma between producing things wanted by other people but 
people are becoming less moral. Do we provide whatever people want just to make money or follow Gods 
morals?

#379

Airdates: 1/18/17 & 2/15/17

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the phrase `if only I had...` is the wrong phrase. Instead we should 
say `If I could earn...

#380

Airdates: 1/19/17 & 2/16/17

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore how we should not disparage people who spend their money on 
things we cannot afford thinking they should be giving the money to the poor.

#381

Airdates: 1/20/17 & 2/17/17

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore what God says about divorce.

#382

Airdates: 1/23/17 & 2/20/17



Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore what happens when a woman marries a man she does not look up 
to.

#383

Airdates: 1/24/17 & 2/21/17

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore Christianity in China with special guest Noemie Lopian.

#384

Airdates: 1/25/17 & 2/22/17

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore how God gives a specific order to things that we should follow. 
Noah and family entering and exiting the ark. Part 1

#385

Airdate: 1/26/17 & 2/23/17

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore how God gives a specific order to things that we should follow. 
Jacob reunites with Esau, the blessings of Joseph and Benjamin, and the separation of Abram and Lot. 
Part 2

#387

Airdates: 1/27/17 & 2/24/17

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the natural default condition of nature – gratitude does not come 
naturally but sacrifice does.

#389

Airdate: 1/30/17 & 2/27/17

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the idea of sacrificing one person to save five people.

#390

Airdate 1/31/17 & 2/28/17

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore why God appears to be setting us up for failure.

#391

Airdate: 2/1/17 & 3/1/17

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore how changes to your body can affect those around you.



#392

Airdate: 2/2/17 & 3/2/17

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore how a translated word does not always convey the full meaning 
for the original word.

#393

Airdate: 2/3/17 & 3/3/17

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore “falling in love” - why do we use the word falling?

#327

Airdate: 3/6/17

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the reasons behind God wanting us to honor the Sabbath day.

#328

Airdate: 3/13/17

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the differences between a prison and a fortress and how those 
differences apply to our everyday lives.

#329

Airdate: 3/14/17

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the differences between running into someone by chance and on 
purpose. How amazing creative things happen when two or more people connect.

#330

Airdate: 3/15/17

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore being humble.

#331

Airdate: 3/16/17

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore Miracles - even if they are naturally occurring, if they occur at the 
right time, it is still a miracle.



#332

Airdate: 3/17/17

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the world has rules - it does not work by magic.

#333

Airdate: 3/20/17

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore The Bible - Gods instruction manual.

#334

Airdate: 3/21/17

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the power of "touch".

#335

Airdate: 3/22/17

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the meaning and purpose behind the scapegoat.

#336

Airdate: 3/23/17

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore how Jews are disproportionally good with money.

#337

Airdate: 3/24/17

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore how you refer to a person affects how you view that person.

#394

Airdate: 3/27/17

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore having guests and how people who are eating your food are more 
open to your ideas.

#395

Airdate: 3/28/17

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the idea that the triple cord is not easily broken just as your 
ancestry can give a tremendous advantage.



#396

Airdate: 3/29/17

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the gift of trust and how spreading a false word hurts both the 
person spoken about and the person speaking.

#398

Airdate: 3/30/17

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the qualities of leadership.

#399

Airdate: 3/31/17

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore Parenting – when to quit taking care of all your childrens’ needs.

LEN AND CATHY CONTINUITY 1ST Q. 2017

#577

Air date: 1/2/17 & 2/3/17

Len and Cathy talk about:

~what legacy are you leaving?

~you need to find the keys to every single challenge.

~how the Lord loves families.

~reads Deuteronomy 30: 19-20



Cathy introduces a roll-in of the Angel Package. $45.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~the authority to send angels. 

~we will live a long life if we follow God’s principles. 

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior.

#578

Air date: 1/3 & 2/6

Len and Cathy talk about:

~courage

~why people should not give up.

~read Proverb 18:10. Why it’s important to meditate on scripture.

~ the Star of  David.

~ how the Name of Jesus will bring courage in your life. 

Cathy introduces a roll-in of the Angel Package. $45.

Len describes the angel that he saw while he was worshipping God.

Len and Cathy talk about the song called Throw Away Children.

~you will see your child again when you are in Heaven.

~read Proverb 4:18 , why it’s important to learn the Word of God. 

~why people should never settle for what is less than what God has for you. 

#579

Air Date: 1/4 & 2/7

Len and Cathy talk about:

~the Bible. Why people need to kiss the Bible.

~God encourages the people all the time to go for the gold. 

Cathy introduces a roll-in of the Angel package. $45

Len and Cathy talk about:



~you need to keep saying what you desire until relief comes.

~read Joshua 1:1 –7, talk about how nobody can stop you from getting all of God’s promises.

~why you should not quit when your situation does not look promising. 

~God wants people to have fun.

~the Lord would like to do supernatural miracles.

#580

Air date: 1/5 & 2/8

Len and Cathy talk about:

~having courage.

~read Joshua 1 – talk about how God is always with us.

~why people should not have a victim attitude.

~read Joshua 2:9–14, why reading the Word of God is important.

Len introduces a roll-in of the angel package. $45.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~2 Kings 7, courage. God will put fear on your enemy when you act courageously. 

~how to remain courageous.

~read John 10:10, talk about how the enemy will come to steal from God’s people. 

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ. 

#581

Air Date: 1/6 & 2/9

Len and Cathy talk about:

~courage

~internalize and utilize.

Len introduces a roll-in that talks about the Angel Package.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~Joshua 1, being prosperous.



~God connects people with abundant life. 

~ why it’s important to be confident and courageous. 

~take control of your thought life. 

~read 2 Corinthians 2:10, why it’s important to pull your thoughts down. 

Len encourages the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior.

#582

Air Date: 1/9 & 2/10

Len and Cathy talk about:

~people know God through His word.

~courage.

~people are equipped with courage and knowledge. 

~we need to wrestle negative thoughts.

~read 2 Corinthians 10:4–5, we have the power to replace our thoughts with better thoughts. 

~how to get rid of negative thoughts.

Len introduces a roll-in of the Angel package for $45.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~how to cast down your thoughts. 

~words can defeat other people’s words.

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior. 

#583

Air Date: 1/10, 2/11 & 2/13

Len and Cathy talk about:

~Isaiah 40:31, Jesus came to fulfill what Isaiah is talking about.

~ the words “Wait” 

~ how faith gazes at the end result. 

Len introduces a roll-in of the angel package. $45



Len talks about how waiting can be passionate.

~ the words “renew”, “strength”, “mount up”

~ the life span of the bald eagle. 

~ the word “eagle”

~encourages the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord as Savior.

#584

Air Date: 1/11, 2/11 & 2/14

Len and Cathy talk about:

~being offended.

~offense blocks every blessing that God has for people.

~read James 3:16, talk about blessings, envy and strife. 

Len introduces a roll-in of the Angel Package for $45.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~ strife.

~why people chose to be offended.

~what happens to your body when you are upset. 

~1 Peter 2:23 

#585

Air Date: 1/12, 2/11 & 2/15

Len and Cathy talk about:

~how to live above offense. 

~pressing toward the mark of God. 

~caste your care on the Lord.

~people can live above offense.

~read 1 Peter 2:23, talk about our example in Jesus. 

~every blessing is not written.



Len introduces a roll-in of the Angel Package for $45.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~living above offense.

~why people need to forgive those people who have offended you.

#586

Air Date: 1/13, 2/11 & 2/16

Len and Cathy talk about:

~how to live above offense. 

~why people need to release others from offense.

~read Mark 7:25, how people refused to be offended.

~Jesus always responses to faith.

~why people need to speak words of faith.

Len introduces a roll-in of the Angel Package for $45.

#587

Air Date: 1/16, 2/11 & 2/17

Len and Cathy talk about:

~the Lord wants people to be free.

~talks about offense and discouragement. 

~why people need to let go of offense.

~read Mark 11: 25–26; forgive those people that you have offense against.

~why it’s important to forgive people quickly.

~we are supposed to judge ourselves.

~read Romans 2:1 – what happens when we judge others and we do not forgive others.

Cathy introduces a roll-in of the Angel package. $45.

Len and Cathy talk about why people should not judge people.

~ generational curses



~how to break generational curses.

~Matthew 11: 28–30 – talk about people that have heavy burdens. 

#588

Air Date: 1/17, 2/11 & 2/20

Len and Cathy talk about:

~being offended.

~how to get a fresh start.

~read Psalm 119:165

Len introduces a roll-in of the Angel package. $45.

~talks about some of those people who do not take offense.

~reads Matthew 5:44–47, talks about division. 

~encourages the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior. 

#589

Air Date: 1/18 & 2/21

Len and Cathy talk about:

~count it all joy.

~James 1: 2–4, why people do not have to thank God in whatever God throws at them.

~temptations. 

~why people need to know who they are in Christ. 

~having faith will help you mature. 

~quote Nehemiah 8:10, people become stronger as they laugh at the enemy. 

Len introduces a roll-in of the Angel package. $45. 

Len and Cathy talk about:

~the joy of the Lord will come when you laugh.

~people can do a victory dance.

~Romans 14:17, talk about peace and joy. 



~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior.

#590

Air Date: 1/19 & 2/22

Len and Cathy talk about:

~what faith is, what faith looks like

~the hindrance to faith.

Len introduces a roll-in of the Angel gift for $45.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~super natural debt cancellation. 

~why it’s important to act on faith.

~corresponding actions.

~read Acts 3, why you need to put effort into action to get your miracle.

~ how Len was healed from a blood disease.

~call in and let them know about the miracles that God did.

#591

Air Date: 1/20 & 2/23

Len and Cathy talk about:

~faith. Faith is often more simple than people think.

~Jesus is the Name above every name.

~read John 14:14, he wants people to ask and believe.

Cathy introduces a roll-in of the Angel package. $45

Len and Cathy

~read 1 John 1:8, talk about the religious spirits.

~read Luke 13, talk about the spirit of informatory.

~what the word “loosed” means. 

~you are meant to be loosed by your afflictions. 



#592

Air Date: 1/23 & 2/24

Len and Cathy talk about:

~Faith is a living entity.

~Galatians 3:7, 29 –Abraham is the father of faith.

~the blessing of Abraham

~you are going to have whatever you say.

~speak life to your situations in life.

Len introduces a roll-in of the Angel package. $45.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~why people need to act on the Word of God.

~read Hebrews 11:1 – talk about hope and faith.

~believe and act

Len encourages the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior.

#593

Air Date: 1/24 & 2/27

Len and Cathy talk about:

~faith. Mark 11:23 -24 – you can have what-so-ever. A person needs to hear the Word of God. 

~faith has substance and evidence. 

Len introduces a roll-in of the Angel package. $45

Len and Cathy talk about:

~James 1:22 – talk about the doer of the Word. 

~why people need to put action to their faith.

~read James3:2–4, why you cannot give up when you begin the faith process. 

~people have control over what they say.  

~a negative thought, unspoken, dies unborn



Len encourages the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior.

#594

Air Date: 1/25 & 2/28

Len and Cathy talk about:

~faith. People need to extend their faith.

~how to operate in faith. 

~Luke 17: 5–8, people need to have faith the size of a mustard seed.

~ how God healed her ankle. 

~a person gets results when you speak the Word. 

Cathy introduces a roll-in of the Angel package. $45.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~why people need to talk to things and speak faith.

~read Proverb 4:18–22, talk about healing

#595

Air Date: 1/26 & 3/1

Len and Cathy talk about:

~the Great change that is taking place in America

~Bill Bright – Campus Crusade for Christ.

~Youth with a mission – Loren Cunningham

~why it’s important to have change agents. 

~spheres of influence

~read Proverb 29:2

Len introduces a roll-in of the Angel package for $40.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~the seven mountains for society.

~Christians need to lead in each of the seven areas.



~the first sphere is business.

~why people should never discourage others from going into business.

~the sphere of media. There need to be Christians in the media. 

Dated: The Presidential election #596

Air Date: 1/27 & 3/2

Len and Cathy talk about:

~the seven spheres of influence

~the media’s influence on our society.

~the government, read Proverbs 29:2. We need government leaders that would put a stop to 
corruption.

Cathy introduces a roll-in of the Angel package. $45.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~what it means to be “born again”

~our nation’s government will influence education, family, and other parts of our society.  Our 
government affects everything in our society. 

Cathy encourages the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior.

#597

Air Date: 1/30 & 3/3

Len and Cathy talk about:

~Jesus is the supernatural power.

~the mountains of influence.

~read Proverb 29:2, talks about how business is a sphere of influence

~go after your dreams and desires

~arts and entertainment.

Cathy introduces a roll-in of the angel package. $45

Len and Cathy talk about:



~arts and entertainment – movies. Guard what you see and hear.

~how many students Cathy led to the Lord.

~family – there are broken homes.

~religion – the church should be able to take care of the poor. 

~the difference between a man and a male. 

Len encourages the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior.

#598

Air Date: 1/31 & 3/6

Len and Cathy talk about:

~God would like people to feed on His Word.

~God desires to bless you.

~Psalm 115:12–15, God has given people what He created.

~God wants to increase you.

~read 2 Corinthians 9:8–11, talk about prosperity.

~ the prosperity packets.

Cathy introduces a roll-in of the angel package.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~Christians were meant to prosper.

~how sowing can make a person give more money to others.

~ giving and receiving.

~read Psalm 112:1–3, why it’s important to take prosperity.

#599

Air Date: 2/1

Len and Cathy talk about:

~God wants to bless you.

~why people need to have an abundance image. 



~read Jeremiah 1:12, the Lord can increase your life. 

~the paralyses of analysis. 

~read Malachi 3:10-11, the Lord will bless his people. 

~how important it is to tithe. 

~Mark 10:29–30, talks about the one hundred fold harvest. 

Len introduces a roll-in of the CD How Great Thou Art, and the prosperity packet. $40

Len and Cathy talks about:

~the one hundred fold.

~your currency is faith.

#600

Air Date: 2/2

Len and Cathy talk about:

~God has a desire to increase parts of your finances.

~Proverb 13:22, talk about how people are justified.

~Amos 9:13, Isaiah 61:7- God will do above what you may think.

Len introduces a roll-in of Len’s CD How Great Thou Art, and the Prosperity Packets for $40.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~the book mark that the hotel gave to each guest.

~why people should not settle for less than God’s best.

~ the faith wall in their home.

~read James 5:1–3, talk about abundance. 

~people need to work for their seed.

~people need to look to God for the answer.

Len encourages the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior. 

#601

Air Date: 3/13



Len & Cathy talk about:

~the Holy Spirit will move and change things.

~what a composer is.

~ Isaiah 61:1–4, the Lord wants to comfort His people. Talk about the ownership of property. 

Len introduces a roll-in of an offer.

Len encourages the viewers to support TCT.

Len & Cathy talk about Isaiah 61:1 - 4, 

~how God always confirms His words.

~why people should not say that they will believe it when they see it. 

~why the devil hates praise. Why it’s important to put on the garment of praise. 

#602

Air Date: 3/14

Len & Cathy talk about:

~read Job 22, talk about how Job took comfort in only God.

~women should find ways to tell their husband how much they respect them.

Cathy introduces a roll-in.

Len & Cathy talk about:

~why people need to be picked up.

~read Psalm 126, people feel oppressed. Human suffering is satanic expression. 

~ seed time and harvest.

#603

Air Date: 3/15

Len & Cathy talk about:

~breakthrough

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior.

~how to receive Christ as their Lord and Savior



Len and Cathy talk about:

~why it’s important to fill your heart with the Word of God. 

~ the promises are our promised land. 

~ how faith comes by hearing the Word of God. 

~it’s important to feed yourself with the Word of God. 

~people suffer from spiritual malnutrition. 

~the keys to the Kingdom, governing the Kingdom.

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior.

#604

Air Date: 3/16

Len & Cathy talk about:

~a King does not put up with much.

~the word “no” is an anointed word.

Cathy introduces a roll-in.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~why it’s important to say “no”. Teach your children to say “no”

~ the queen wave

~read Ephesians 2, talk about how God’s blessing will contain everything that you need.

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior.

#605

Air Date: 3/17

Len & Cathy talk about:

~ wisdom. Make the things that are important to God important to you.

~do what God is blessing. 

~people need to seek the Kingdom of God first. Prioritize the Lord in your life. 

Len introduces a roll-in.



Len & Cathy talk about:

~the authority of the believer. 

~governing starts with an attitude of confidence. 

~read Matthew 16:19, what you bind and declare are declared also in Heaven. 

~the Holy Spirit will lead you by your desires.

~get used to the leading of the Holy Spirit.

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior. 

#606

Air Date: 3/20

Len & Cathy talk about:

~why it’s important to write things down.

~governing in your own life. Insist and resist.

~read Matthew 16:19, bind anything that is not from God. 

~it’s important to bind spirits.

Cathy introduces a roll-in.

Len & Cathy talk about:

~ a lady’s battle with emphysema. 

~Jesus suffered for you. Encourages the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior. 

#607

Air Date: 3/21

Len & Cathy talk about:

~governing your own life.

~1 John 5:4, talk about our faith can grow

~ how faith has an attitude

~read 1 John 5:4, you are called to govern your world.

~insist and resist



~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior.

Cathy introduces a roll-in.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~the authority of the believer.

~Matthew 11:12, talks about the word “violent”

~a stronghold

~Satan is always accusing and disputing.

~why people need to check their situation with the Word of God.

#608

Air Date: 3/22

Len & Cathy talk about:

~go to God for direction in your situation.

~read Matthew 16:19, you get the keys to the Kingdom when you accept Christ.

~when people get to heaven they do not want to come back.

Len introduces a roll-in.

Len and Cathy:

~encourage the viewers to support TCT

~read Daniel 11, the definition of an export

~why people need to insist and resist.

~you need to stretch to capacity.

#609

Air Date: 3/23

Len & Cathy talk about:

~ mind reading. 

~ the meaning of the word “Happy”. 

Len & Cathy talk about:



~encourage the viewers to support TCT.

~Isaiah 53:5, talk about the peace. Jesus was wounded for our iniquities. 

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior.

~encourage the viewers to be happy.

#610

Air Date: 3/24

 Len & Cathy talk about:

~ happiness 

~ burden of guilt

Len & Cathy talk about:

~how Jesus bore our iniquities. 

~Luke 9:24–25, joy and happiness come from relationships. 

~Hebrews 1:9, Nehemiah 8:10 – why people need to stop saying “I’m sorry”. They need to say 
that they apologize. 

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior. 

#611

Air Date: 3/27

Len & Cathy talk about:

~true happiness is obtainable. 

~no joy, no strength. 

~Psalms 32:11, 40:16; 68:3; 70:4; talk about joy. Read Deuteronomy 28:47–48, talk about why 
people need to have an attitude of gratitude. 

Len & Cathy talk about:

~why joy does not come through your circumstances.

~there is power in praise

~why it’s important to pray for others.

~make a decision to be happy in every situation that you are going through.



Len & Cathy pray for those people that are going through a situation.

#612

Air Date: 3/28

Len & Cathy talk about:

~happiness and joy

~the church of  believers in Phillipi.

~read Philippians 4:11, talk about being content.

~results are a progressive journey.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~how to be happy. 

~why it’s important to change yourself. 

~you need to see yourself the way that God sees you. Deal with what is in the inside of you. 

~why you need to love somebody else more than yourself.

~people should not make you unhappy. 

Cathy prays for the viewers to have joy and happiness.

#613

Air Date: 3/29

Len & Cathy talk about:

~how to be happy.

~ their testimonies.

~ Paul and Silas. Praise the Lord when you are in turmoil. You can find peace and confidence in 
the middle of your challenge.

~you need to decide to be happy in all situations.

~it’s important to make somebody else’s life easier. 

Len & Cathy talk about:

~Hebrews 12, look unto Jesus and not on your circumstances. 

~compare your circumstance to what Jesus went through for you.



~why it’s important to speak good events in your situation.

#614

Air Date: 3/30

Len & Cathy talk about:

~stress management. How to de-stress your life.

~read Philippians 4:4–8, talk about peace.

~do not allow care to weigh you down. 

~what a supplication is.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~1 Peter 5:7, casting your cares on God. 

~how to cast your cares on God.

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior.

#615

Air Date: 3/31

Len & Cathy talk about:

~hear one more scripture. Scripture has weight

~cast your cares on God.

~read Luke 10, talk about how God cares for you.

Len & Cathy talk about:

~God cares for people affectionately.

~read Philippians 3, the Lord forgets our sins.

~new creation realities

Cathy prays for God to release the past.

JULIE AND FRIENDS CONTINUITY 1ST Q. 2017

Dated:  It’s a New Year #597NY



Air date: 1/2/17

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Cera Smith, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips, Stacy Pasoni

Julie opens the program talking about New Year’s Resolutions. 

~talks about how she is feeling better after getting off diet drinks.

Debbie talks about the health benefits of Apple Cider Vinegar.

~Aloe Vera Juice.

~Apple Cider vinegar is good for your hair.

Cathy talks about going to gym.

Debbie talks about the benefits of going to the gym.

#579

Air date: 1/3

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Tina Coonce, Debbie McNeely, Cera Smith, Jen Tringale

Julie opens the program talking about how happy she is to have Tina on the program.

Jen talks about how she grew up in church.

~talks about the church that she grew up in.

Debbie talks about how Christ gives people boldness and confidence. 

Jen talks about how she met Carrie Mink.

Jen talks about when she was saved. When she asked God what her mission is. 

#580

Air date: 1/4

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Tina Coonce, Debbie McNeely, Cera Smith, Jen Tringale

Julie opens the program talking about Jen’s book. 

Tina talks about how God leads people’s paths. 



Cera talks about our identity in Christ. 

Jen talks about why it’s important to stand up and be who God says that you are. 

Cera talks about why people need to be mindful of the Spirit. 

Jen talks about the women’s conference that she hosted.

~ what God is doing in the World. 

~ how her mom found out when she was pregnant with Jen. 

~when her mom met her husband. 

Jen prays for the viewers and for God to touch the viewers’ lives. 

#581

Air date: 1/5

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Tina Coonce, Debbie McNeely, Jen Tringale

Julie opens the program talking about relationships.

Jen talks about how her calling is to do the will of God. 

~ how the enemy will hold up those things that you do not have.

~why people put a grave marker on something that they want that God can bring it back to Life. 

Cathy talks why people need to find their completion in God. 

Jen talks about why people need to provide ministry for those single people.

~ her dad. 

Julie encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

#582

Air date: 1/6

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Tina Coonce, Debbie McNeely, Jen Tringale

Julie opens the program talking about Jen’s curriculum.

Jen talks about the time she was a youth pastor.



~ the word “calling”

~the seven mountain strategy.

~what happens when a person loses their vision. 

Jen talks about what happens when people lose their vision. 

~how your heart believes what you hear yourself speak. 

#585

Air date: 1/9

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips, Stacy Pasoni

Julie opens the program talking about the importance of hobbies.

The ladies talk about what their hobbies are.

Stacy talks about how much she enjoys line dancing. She enjoys riding motorcycles.

Julie introduces a roll-in of Anna making a chocolate bowl.

Julie talks about the Rebecca at the Well program.

#586

Air date: 1/10

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips, Stacy Pasoni

Julie opens the program talking about how people have their own weirdness’s. 

Debbie talks about how she does not like dark corners.

The ladies talk about the different beasts that they have seen. 

Dionna makes a Chicken and Tomato Recipe.

#598

Air date: 1/11

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Shenia Hill, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips, Rodney Hill



Julie opens the program talking about how Shenia is very quiet. 

Rodney talks about the job of the husband. 

Shenia talks about how she and Rodney met. 

The ladies talk about how to keep your peace. 

Shenia talks about why your plan needs to serve God. 

~the woman is the help mate. 

~people need to submit to the will of God. 

Cathy talks about why confidence is important. 

The ladies talk about confidence. Talk  about having an identity. 

~why women should not put their husband down.

~why women need to build their husbands up. 

Julie encourages the viewers to check out the website. Call for prayer.

#599

Air date: 1/12

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Shenia Hill, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Julie talks about the roll-ins that they recorded. How much they want to laugh.

Debbie and Lain make a vegetable medley salad.

The ladies talk about balance. 

~people can be lacking because they are out of balance. 

~why people need to prioritize. 

~why people should not put church over your home. 

~why it’s important to rest and get away.

Patricia talks about different times of the year when it’s important to shut down. 

Julie encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

#600



Air date: 1/13

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Shenia Hill, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Julie opens the program talking about how Bryn is doing her own makeup. 

Julie talks about why you would tell your best friend that her husband has been cheating on them. 

Cathy talks about why it’s important to ask for God’s guidance. 

Julie talks about why people should not get into the friend’s relationship. 

The ladies talk about the pain that you would deal with if someone told you that your husband has been 
cheating. 

~would you be able to recover from that hurt?

~why it’s important to share with your spouse about the adultery. 

~why it’s important to understand why people have an affair. 

~how God wants to make a person whole. 

Julie talks about people who choose to have peace in their home. 

#601

Air date: 1/16

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Shenia Hill, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Julie opens the program talking about having an affair.

~how to recover and heal.

Debbie talks about why it’s important to forgive ourselves. 

~ condemnation. 

Patricia talks about how condemnation reminds people of their short comings.

Cathy talks about why people need to remain in the Word of God. 

Patricia talks about why people need to renew their minds. 

Debbie talks about why people should not bring up their past. 

~why it’s important to show mercy.



Cathy talks about why it’s important to work on ourselves. So that  forgiveness can happen.

Shenia talks about how to counsel people. 

The ladies talk about communication. 

#602

Air date: 1/17

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Julie opens the program talking about their favorite Bible characters.

The ladies talk about different people in the Bible that lied. 

~ what they are thankful for.

Julie encourages the viewers to get Tina’s books: For Women Only and Life in the Right Seat for any 
donation to TCT.

Debbie talks about her middle name.

The ladies talk about how names can be significant. 

The ladies talk about peer pressure, why people want to be accepted. 

Debbie talks about how bullies target your weaknesses.

The ladies talk about how to address bullying.

Debbie talks about why it’s important to communicate with your child.

The ladies talk about why you need to focus on the good things in your life. 

#603

Air date: 1/18

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Julie talks about how to hear the voice of God.

Debbie talks about why it’s important to spend time with God.

Patricia talks about why it’s not easy to take time to spend time with God, but you need to spend one-on-
one time with God. 



The ladies talk about the purpose and passion for our lives. 

~God will use people to help you to connect with others. 

Debbie talks about why it’s important to be faithful in spending time with God. 

Cathy talks about how God taught her to get up and spend time with Him. 

Debbie talks about religion versus relationship.

Patricia talks about how people evolve and we move into greater relationships with God. 

Julie talks about the different books that a viewer can get online. 

#604

Air date: 1/19

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Julie opens the program talking about how the ladies are dressed.

~talks about how to reset our lives.

Patricia talks about those things that you need to let go of to be able to gain something.

Debbie talks about how people need to move forward.

Julie talks about how there is a virus in our destiny.

The ladies talk about the symptoms of a virus.

The ladies talks about how Lot separated himself from his Uncle.

The ladies talk about why we do things because we want to be comfortable.

~we need to do things the way that God would want us to complete a task.

~ King David and the Prodigal son.

Patricia talks about how people need to reset their priorities to God.

The ladies talks about how people know that they need a reset.

#605

Air date: 1/20

Host: Julie Nolan



Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Julie opens the program talking about what you need to do when your husband does not do the little 
things in marriage.

The ladies talk about:

~why people do not initiate being affectionate with their spouse. 

~why it’s important to have a conversation with your spouse about your situation. 

~how love can chip away hardened walls of the heart. 

~why it’s important to fill your spouse’s love tank.

~why you need to be thankful for what your husband does for you. 

~have some accountability in your life.

Patricia talks about how God can change a situation.

Julie introduces a roll-in of Lain making a squash casserole.

Julie encourages the viewers to get the recipes on TCT’s website.

#541

Air date: 1/21 & 1/23

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni, Tracey Mitchell

Julie opens the program talking about Tracey’s ministry.

Tracey talks about how God led her into ministry.

~ her testimony. 

~ the anger that she was experiencing. 

~the process of restoration. 

Julie introduces a roll-in.

Tracey talks about the different conferences that she hosts.

~how women can connect with one another.

~ her family.

#542



Air date: 1/21/& 1/24

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni, Tracey Mitchell

Julie opens the program talking about rejection.

Tracey talks about:

~how rejection is a good thing. Rejection is a stepping stone and a catalyst.

~what happens in a season of separation.

~the circle of five.

~how people respond to rejection is a condition of their self-worth.

~why it’s important to be quick to obey God. 

Tracey talks about how to confront passive-aggressive people.

Julie talks about Tracey’s book: The Downside Up.  

#543

Air date: 1/21 & 1/25

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni, Tracey Mitchell

Julie opens the program talking about what the ladies are wearing.

Tracey talks about:

~people need to cultivate the next generation.

~this country has an identity crisis.

~different generations heard something on different frequencies. 

~why it’s important to hear.

~the difference in walking in fear or walking in faith.

Cathy talks about how God will help us in what we cannot do for Him. God will strengthen His people.

Tracey talks about being careful in what you are passing on to your children.

Julie encourages the viewers to call for prayer.



#544

Air date: 1/21 & 1/26

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni, Tracey Mitchell

Julie opens the program talking about imparting into the next generation.

Tracey talks about:

~healing the ones of the next generation.

~we need other people to teach the dead parts of us to come back to life.

Julie talks about Tracey’s book.

Tracey talks about why people need to pour into their children.

Julie encourages the viewers to send in their recipes.

#545

Air date: 1/21 & 1/27

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni, Tracey Mitchell

Julie opens the program talking about Genesis 3.

Tracey talks about healthy relationships.

~ how families should have vision.

~men should pursue a woman for a wife.

~why it’s important to refresh somebody else.

Julie encourages the viewers to get Tracey’s book.

Julie encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

#523

Air Date: 1/21/17

Host: Julie Nolan



Guests: Cathy Williams, Stacy Pasoni, Debbie McNeely

Julie opens the program talking about how Cathy cares about presentation.

Julie makes a salad.

Debbie McNeely makes an American flag.

The ladies make an olive tray with different kinds of olives. 

Julie encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

#528

Air date: 1/30

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Joanie Higley, Cathy Williams, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

Julie opens the program encouraging the viewers to call for prayer.

Joanie talks about how long she has worked for TBN.

~how God is our ultimate boss. 

~ uplift TV.

~she was born in Germany.  How she grew up. When she accepted the Lord.

~why it’s important to give time to the Lord.

~why people need to be sensitive on how to hear God’s voice.

Joanie talks about:

~how Jonathan Byrd paid for her kids to go to a Christian school.

~how long she lived in Dallas.

~why it’s important to walk in God’s will.

#529

Air date: 1/31

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Joanie Higley, Cathy Williams, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni



Julie opens the program encouraging the viewers to go to Video on Demand.

Joanie talks about:

~the time she wanted to hear from the Lord.

~ God has corrected her so many times.

~ why people need to have God’s heart.

~how God abides in His people.

~God can break through any situation in your life.

~ how she prayed about a job.

Patricia talks about the time when she was called to ministry.

Joanie talks about:

~the pain that some people may go through.

~God can drop dreams on people’s minds.

#530

Air date: 2/1

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Joanie Higley, Cera Smith, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

Julie opens the program talking about how to deal with fear.

Joanie talks about:

~how she dealt with fear.

~why it’s important to speak God’s Word into others.

Patricia talks about why it’s important to be sensitive to God’s nudges.

Julie introduces a roll-in.

The ladies talk about how God shows each one what he would like them to do so they would avoid any 
trouble.

Joanie talks about how to grow with God.

Stacy talks about why people need to stay still and listen to God.

Julie talks about how people are harder on themselves than they are on other people. 



#531

Air date: 2/2

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Joanie Higley, Cera Smith, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

Julie opens the program talking about how fun much Joanie is.

Joanie talks about:

~how God will give you His whole love.

Debbie talks about why people need to let God do what He is going to do. Why people need to give their 
issues to God.

Cera talks about how people are of three parts.  1 Corinthians 15:53, why people need to renew their 
minds to the Word of God. Why people need to declare scripture in their life. 

Julie introduces a roll-in.

Joanie talks about why people need to display God’s image.

Julie talks about how people deal with situations. Joanie talks about false humility.

Joanie talks about why people need to keep their eyes on Jesus.

Julie talks about why people need to be clear headed and healthy.

#532

Air date: 2/3

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Joanie Higley, Cera Smith, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

Julie opens the program talking about prophecy.

Joanie talks about:

~the different levels of prophecy.

~talks about the booklet There is No More Christianese.

The ladies talk about how God will use dreams to give a person a message.

The ladies talk about their dreams.

Joanie talks about the different kinds of dreams. 



#519 – 2/6

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Debbie McNeely, Cathy Williams, Patricia Phillips, Stacy Pasoni, Deanna Naylor

Julie opens the program talking about how women need to stay healthy. Talks about Deanna.

Deanna talks about how her passion is to shine radiant health.

Deanna talks about how she binged and purged food. 

~most people tend to binge eat.

~talks about how people’s bodies get off  rhythm.

~talks about the leadership program that she was involved with.

~how she accepted Christ.

Julie talks about the first day that she met Deanna.

Debbie talks about why people need to eat foods in moderation.

Julie talks about why it’s important to take action.

Deanna talks about how to get to her podcast.

#520 – 2/7

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Debbie McNeely, Cathy Williams, Patricia Phillips, Stacy Pasoni, Deanna Naylor

Julie opens the program encourages the viewers to think about health and nutrition.

The ladies talk about how gaining weight causes a burden on people’s lives and causes psychological 
issues within a person.

~why sleep is important in a person’s life. 

Deanna talks about how our body, mind, spirit are connected.

Deanna talks about how to identify your relationship with food.

~lack of protein.

~why people need omega oils. 

~ examine problems with your digestive system.

~what a Probiotic is. 



~what foods have a good protein 

~what omega oils are.

~talks about fruit of the Spirit.

~talks about vitamin D.

#521

Air date: 2/8

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Deanna Naylor, Cathy Williams, Stacy Pasoni, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Julie opens the program talking about what she learned on the past programs.

Deanna talks about:

~why she changed her vocabulary. She does not want anything to own her.

~why people need to be attentive to know why exercise is important.

~why people should lift weights and stretch.

~why people need to have a good dietary foundation.

~ whey protein.

~omega oils.

~why it’s important to share our weaknesses.

~why people need to connect with others when they are going through something.

Stacy talks about why it’s better to reach out to a stranger.

#522

Air date: 2/9

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Stacy Pasoni, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Julie opens the program talking about the fruit salad.

Julie introduces a roll-in encouraging the viewers to support TCT.

Cathy Williams makes a spinach salad.



The ladies talk about what they did everyday while their kids were little.

Stacy makes a chopped salad.

Bethany and Charity makes a hanging tomato plant

Julie encourages the viewers to send in your craft ideas.

#611VAL

Air Date: 2/10

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Dorothy Spaulding, Tamara James, Angela James

Julie opens the program talking about Dorothy Spaulding,

~talks about Dorothy’s ministry.

Dorothy talks about Valentine’s Day.

~how she got into crafts

Dorothy talks about what to do with your left over candy.

Tamara makes a Valentine’s gift. 

Tamara makes candy cane hearts.

Dorothy makes Chocolate.

#612VAL

Air Date 2/11

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Dorothy Spaulding, Tamara James

Julie opens the program talking about treats.

Dorothy and Tamara make chocolate covered strawberries.

Dorothy makes a chocolate mousse.

Tamara makes white trash.

Angela sings Trust In You.



Tamara talks about how much she and Angela praise and worship together.

~talks about her family witnessing to her neighbors.

The ladies talk about how to make simple gifts for your neighbors. 

#613

Air Date: 2/14

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Dorothy Spaulding, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips, Tamara James

Julie opens the program talking about Dorothy’s TV station.

~talks about the March for Jesus.

Dorothy talks about her walk from Florida to Washington DC.

Tamara talks about some of the miracles that occurred while walking.

Julie talks about Dorothy’s book We Walk by Faith and Not By Sight.

Debbie talks about how God provided for her and her husband. 

Tamara talks about what God has done in the past to meet their needs. 

Debbie talks about why she journals.

Julie encourages the viewers to watch Video on Demand.

#614

Air Date: 2/15

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Dorothy Spaulding, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips, Tamara James

Julie opens the program talking about Tammy’s testimony.

Tammy talks about her testimony. 

~when she started a youth ministry.

Dorothy talks about how her family is very successful. 

Tamara talks about when she met her husband.

~what her husband does for the ministry.



~how her children served the Lord.

~why it’s important to wait on God.

~talks about the book  Decoding God’s Calendar.

#615

Air Date: 2/16

Air date:

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Dorothy Spaulding, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips, Tamara James

Julie opens the program talking about Dorothy’s picture.

Dorothy talks about the scaling problem that she deals with.

~how Jesus healed a little boy.

~how God healed her from a skin condition.

~why it’s important to stay in the Word.

~how they received a new dining room table. 

~the people helping people program. 

~encourages the viewers to give their heart to the Lord.

Patricia talks about how hardship can be prolonged. 

Dorothy prays for those people who need a healing. 

#616

Air Date: 2/17

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Dorothy Spaulding, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips, Tamara James

Julie opens the program talking about Dorothy’s son fell in the stone quarry. 

Dorothy talks about how her son was hurt badly in a stone quarry.

~how important prayers are.

Julie talks about Arthur Blessitt.



Dorothy talks about when someone came to her encouraging her to paint a picture of the rapture.

~how she had a throw made with the rapture picture on it.

~ the prints of the picture.

Julie talks about forgiveness. 

Dorothy talks about how she did not forgive a man. Why it’s important to forgive. 

~why it’s important to give a gift to a person when you are holding on to unforgiveness. 

#606

Air date: 2/20

Host: Julie Nolan

 Guests: Cathy Williams, Stacy Pasoni, Cera Smith, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Julie opens the program talking about how people are still standing. Why life is so hard.

Debbie talks about how her sister, Becky, almost died. How Jesus gave her strength to deliver the baby. 

~how her sister, Karen, died.

~God will help people through difficult times.

~God will use all that you are going through to help other people. 

Cathy talks about different people in the Bible and what they went through.

~how people need to depend on God to give them strength. Why it’s important to trust in God. 

Cera talks about why people need to believe the Word of God. 

~people need to keep their eyes on Jesus. 

#607

Air date: 2/21

Host: Julie Nolan

 Guests: Cathy Williams, Stacy Pasoni, Cera Smith, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Julie opens the program talking about why people need to go through so many things. 

~talks about the Julie and Friends Bible. Support TCT.

~talks about Hannah Whitall Smith.



Debbie talks about why people need to go through the daily renewal.

Julie talks about the Bible reading Calendar.

Stacy talks about how the ladies are helping other people.

~the ladies are warriors for Christ. 

Debbie talks about how God will use what you went through for His glory.

Patricia talks about Bishop’s sermon on how God wants to stir things up in your life. 

Stacy talks about how people are not the same, and that God gives people different gifts.

The ladies talk about the different gifts that people have. 

#608

Air date: 2/22

Host: Julie Nolan

 Guests: Cathy Williams, Stacy Pasoni, Cera Smith, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Julie opens the program encouraging the viewers to send in their questions.

The ladies talk about cat fishing. 

The ladies talk about whether men should be involved with other women.

~It’s important to note how to invest your time. 

~why it’s important to find mentors.

Cera reads Acts 19:15, God will give you wisdom.

The ladies talk about the motives for why you want another person to help you. 

Patricia prays for the viewers and for their needs. Prays for God to give them wisdom.

Julie encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

Julie introduces a roll-in of Lain and Debbie making “Strawberries and Bananas done right”.

#609

Air date: 2/23

Host: Julie Nolan

 Guests: Cathy Williams, Stacy Pasoni, Cera Smith, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips



Julie opens the program talking about what would make life meaningful to you.

Debbie talks about being present, not perfect.

The ladies talk about what is meaningful in life. 

Debbie talks about why it’s important to connect with others. 

Patricia talks about how as people become wiser their motives and plans change. 

Stacy talks about how she always tries to talk about her testimony. 

Debbie talks about why people need balance. 

The ladies talk about why it’s important to focus on something better for you. We need to be present with 
God.

Cera talks about why it’s important to make time for your family. 

The ladies talk about why it’s important to make quality time for your family. 

#610

Air date: 2/24

Host: Julie Nolan

 Guests: Cathy Williams, Stacy Pasoni, Cera Smith, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Julie opens the program talking about Cathy’s husband.

Cathy talks about why you should not expect people to do things for you.

~talks about why she does not want to take advantage of her husband.

Debbie talks about why it’s important to show appreciation to your spouse.

The ladies talk about how to correctly talk with a spouse who is wrecking the house. 

~why it’s important to want the best for your spouse.

Anna makes a Monte Cristo Sandwich.

The ladies talk about why it’s important to do acts of love for your husband. 

Julie encourages the viewers to get Cathy’s book Our Journey to Oneness. 

#617

Air date: 2/27

Host: Julie Nolan



Guests: Cathy Williams, Kristi Watts, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

Julie opens the program talking about the Talk Yourself Happy video.

~book: Talk Yourself Happy.

Kristi talks about her testimony. Talks about her family.

~how she learned the basics of television.

~how she got the job at the 700 Club. 

~obedience is the catalyst to movement.

~happiness and joy are inter-related.

~speak about what God has done. There is power in words. 

Kristi talks about her husband’s alcohol problem.

~addictions always expose themselves. 

~the time when her husband left. 

Julie encourages the viewers to call for prayer. 

#618

Air date: 2/28

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Kristi Watts, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

Julie opens the program talking about yesterday’s program.

~talks about Kristi’s book: Talk Yourself Happy.

Kristi talks about some of the guests that she interviewed.

~her most memorable and embarrassing interview. 

Kristi talks about:

~ the story of Job. Talks about God’s faithfulness in the midst of what she was going through.

~why we need to praise ourselves happy. 

~how she learned compassion.

Julie encourages the viewers to call for prayer.



#619

Air date: 3/1

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Kristi Watts, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni, Patricia Phillips

Julie opens the program talking about how God was teaching Kristi compassion.

Kristi talks about compassion. 

~ how she had compassion for her ex-husband.

~why people need to have joy in trials and in problems.

Julie talks about Kristi’s book: Make Yourself Happy.

Kristi talks about her son.

~ the anger her son had for his father.

~ the power of forgiveness.

~ why it’s important to confess your sins to another person.

Julie encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

#620

Air date: 3/2

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Kristi Watts, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni, Patricia Phillips

Kristi opens the program talking about her book Talk Yourself Happy.

Kristi asks the ladies who their favorite….. is. For example: What is your favorite cereal, cartoon 
character, actor, or actress.

The ladies talk about their hidden talents. 

The ladies talk about their God-given gifts and their purpose.

The ladies talk about the God-given lesson that they have learned.

~why it’s important to live in the moment. 

Kristi encourages the viewers to get in touch with her.

#621



Air date: 3/3

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Cera Smith, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

Julie opens the program talking about Debbie’s story. Encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

Debbie talks about the time when she needed to pick out shoes. She led a worker at Macy’s to the Lord.

~talks about why people need to be a conduit that works for the Lord.

~talks about how Jesus was betrayed. Other people betrayed Jesus. 

Debbie talks about how the girl asked if she needed to pay to get into church.

Stacy talks about how to properly deal with a person that has betrayed you. 

~ how she prays that she needs God to unharden her heart.

Cera reads Proverb 4, why it’s important not to hold onto bitterness. 

~why people need to release issues out of their heart. People need to make a decision to walk 
after the flesh or walk after the spirit. 

Cathy talks about how God will help you to forget the situation.

Julie encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

#622

Air date: 3/6

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Cera Smith, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

Julie opens the program talking about spiritual gifts.

Debbie talks about why people seek their worth in life. 

The ladies talk about how God can take anything and use whatever you have to Glorify Him.

Stacy talks about why you should never doubt yourself.

Julie encourages the viewers to take a spiritual gifts test.

The ladies talk about the different spiritual gifts.

The ladies talk about their spiritual gifts. 

Julie encourages the viewers to get the TCT bookmark.



#546

Air date: 3/13

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips, Lain Rodgers.

Julie opens the program talking about Lain’s son who passed away.

Lain talks about The Master’s Table. 

~talks about Shalom Ministries.

Debbie talks about how Lain likes to give to others.

Lain talks about the people who work at Shalom that had experienced addiction.

Lain talks about the time she shot at her husband.

Lain talks about her son.  Her son had cancer. Her son died of cancer.

#547

Air date: 3/14

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips, Lain Rodgers.

Julie opens the program encouraging the viewers to call for prayer. 

Debbie talks about how funny Lain is. 

Lain talks about her driving. Talks about why people need to have humor in their life. 

~talks about some of the girls in the Shalom Ministry. 

~talks about how addiction is horrible.

Lain talks about how hard it is to see people suffer.

~abandonment is a cause for addiction. 

~she had to become a huggable person.

~how Shalom is funded.

Julie encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

#548



Air date: 3/15

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips, Lain Rodgers.

Julie opens the program talking about marriage.

Lain talks about her marriage.

Julie talks about Cathy and Eddie’s book Our Journey to Oneness. Introduces a roll-in called Love 
Knows.

Lain talks about the physical abuse in her marriage.

~talks about why people cannot always have their way. 

#549

Air date: 3/16

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips, Lain Rodgers.

Julie opens the program talking about Lain’s marriage.

Lain talks about how God can heal your relationships.

Julie talks about Cathy’s book Our Journey to Oneness.

Lain talks about why God deals with you in your marriage.

The ladies talks about why it’s important to appreciate your spouse.

~why people need to be praised.

Lain talks how their children were praying for their relationship.

Julie talks about Eddie’s and Cathy’s book Our Journey to Oneness.

Julie introduces a roll-in called Habits.

Julie encourages the viewers to support TCT and encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

#550

Air date: 3/17

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips, Lain Rodgers.



Julie opens the program talking about why bad things happen to good people.

Debbie talks about how other people’s choices can bring tension.

Julie talks about how you need to focus on God throughout the situation.

Patricia encourages the viewers to accept what God allows.

The ladies talk about how people cannot accept what others are trying to tell them.

Debbie quotes Psalm 105, how God is slow to anger.

Julie talks about Psalm 103, God will do good for us.

Lain talks about her niece took a baby that the mother wanted to give away.

Julie encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

#551

Air date: 3/20

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Sara Bond, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Julie opens the program talking about how Sara is an entrepreneur. 

Sara talks about how she is treating utility poles. 

~the different types of utility poles.

Sara talks about the different trees that produce utility poles. 

~how she got into the business.

~talks about how the recession in 2008 hit the company. 

#552

Air date: 3/21

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Sara Bond, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Julie opens the program talking about Sara.

Sara talks about:

~ the different people that she had to rely on.



~ perseverance.

~why people should not take personally the situations that they go through.

~ The Night’s Shield Center for kids. 

Julie goes to break.

Julie talks about how she got in touch with Sara.

Sara talks about:

~The Night’s Shield.  Talks about Casa.  How many employees work at The Night’s Shield. 

#553

Air date: 3/22

Host: Julie Nolan.

Guests: Cathy Williams, Sara Bond, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Julie opens the program talking about what it’s like for a woman in a man’s world.

Sara talks about:

                ~why it’s important to have a mentor that would hold you accountable

                ~why it’s important to not allow your emotions to take over the situation

                ~why it’s important to enjoy the Journey

                ~use your obstacles to grow and learn

                ~do things to keep yourself healthy. For example: eat well and sleep well.

Julie talks about Cathy’s hobbies.

                ~encourages the viewers to support The Night’s Shield.

Sara talks about how long she has been hunting.

#554

Air date: 3/23

Host: Julie Nolan.

Guests: Cathy Williams, Sara Bond, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Julie opens the program talking about how Sara is a hunter. How many deer she hunted.



Julie introduces a roll-in of the ladies hunting.

Sara talks about The Night’s Shield. 

                ~ what castles do for kids.     

                ~ the children at The Night’s Shield.

                ~ the toy room at The Night’s Shield

                ~what The Night’s Shield does for kids birthdays.

                ~how arts and crafts are healthy activities for the kids

                ~why these kids need prayer

Julie encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

#555

Air date: 3/24

Host: Julie Nolan.

Guests: Cathy Williams, Sara Bond, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Julie opens the program talking about a woman in a man’s world.

Sara talks about:

~ why she would like pink ink to stamp lumber.

~people are blessed to give.

~talks about what can be donated to help The Night’s Shield.

Julie encourages the viewers to support TCT.

Sara talks about:

~why people need to recognize a distraction as a distraction.

~why people need to recognize impulses.

Debbie talks about why people need to serve God without distractions.

#623

Air date: 3/27

Host: Julie Nolan



Guests: Cathy Williams, Cera Smith, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

Julie opens the program talking about some of the nice things that she did while at the grocery store. 

Cera and Julie talk about how God is mindful of us. 

The ladies talk about what they do for God during their free time. 

Cera talks about how people are God’s crowning jewel.

Stacy talks about how people are valued by God.

Julie reads a recipe for apple cider vinegar. 

Julie thanks the viewers that sent in their recipes.

#624

Air date: 3/28

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Cera Smith, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

Julie opens the program talking about spiritual gifts.

The ladies talk about their fears.

~the enemy will try to bring fear on you.

~people have power to break the spirit of fear.

Stacy talks about how fear and darkness go hand-in-hand.

Cera reads Colossians 2:8, don’t allow the enemy to steal your peace.

Julie talks about why it’s important to be aware of your surroundings. 

Debbie talks about how God will make your paths straight.

Cera talks about how the comforter will guide you.

#625

Air date: 3/29

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Toedy Duke, Cera Smith, Sara Bond, Stacy Pasoni

Julie opens the program talking about how Cera has been moving cattle.



Toedy talks about red shoes.

~people can be obsessed with things.

~ Satan wants to destroy people.

~people do not need to have bad labels. God corrects people.

~people need to overcome obsessions and overcome having a bad label.

Sara talks about how God is an advocate for people. 

The ladies talk about how to get over having an obsession. 

~people need to replace bad habits with good habits. 

~you need to call for help from the right person.

Cera talks about strongholds. People need to be thankful for what God has done for you. 

#626

Air date: 3/30

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Toedy Duke, Cera Smith, Sara Bond, Stacy Pasoni

Julie opens the program talking about how Toedy is strong and inspiring.

Toedy talks about how people can find their answers in the Word of God.

Stacy talks about the armor of God. Reads Ephesians 6:10, how God gives people the weapons that they 
need.

Cera talks about how the devil talks through people. 

Sara talks about how the struggle is about God’s plan and not about you. Evil has no power over you.

~talks about prayer and fasting. 

~why you need to be with people who will see you where you would like to be. 

Cera encourages the viewers to student Ephesians 10:6–15. 

Julie encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

#627

Air date: 3/31

Host: Julie Nolan



Guests: Toedy Duke, Cera Smith, Sara Bond, Stacy Pasoni

Julie opens the program talking about joy.

Toedy talks about happiness and joy.

~it’s important to praise God when you are going through a situation.

~it’s important to stir up the presence of the Lord. 

Cera talks about why people need to be spiritually-minded. 

Stacy talks about why people need to pray for peace for others. 

The ladies talk about laughter.

Toedy talks about her childhood. Talks about her family. 

~she was not allowed to wear jewelry. 

FAITH IN HISTORY CONTINUITY 1ST Q. 2017

#532 – 1/2/17

William talks about:

~Ben Franklin

~The Quaker Memorial

~George Whitefield

~Jonathan Edwards

~John and Charles Wesley

~The Methodist Movement.

~Ben Franklin printed George Whitefield’s sermons.

~Book: America’s God and Country

~Support TCT.

#533 – 1/3

William talks about:

~George Whitefield and Ben Franklin

~Book: America’s God and Country



~Ben Franklin invents the lightening rod.

~Ben saw Revival.

~Ben invented hospitals.

~how debt was surfacing.

~Support TCT.

#534 – 1/4

William talks about:

~Napoleon

~Book: America’s God and Country.

~The French Revolution.

~The Rosetta stone.

~Napoleon conquered parts of Europe.

~The Metric System.

~The Louisiana Purchase.

~The Battle of Trafalgar.

~Support TCT.

#535 – 1/5

William talks about:

~The Battle of Trafalgar

~Book: America’s God and Country

~Napoleon was going to invade Spain.

~Peninsular War.

~The Battle of Waterloo.

~How Napoleon was banned to an island.

~Napoleon impacted America.

~Support TCT.



#536 – 1/6

William talks about:

~The Louisiana Purchase

~Jacques Cartier.

~Jean-Baptiste Le Moyne

~Louis XIV

~The Mississippi Bubble

~The Great Expulsion.

~Book: America’s God and Country

~Coup d’état

~The Louisiana Purchase.

#537 – 1/9

William talks about:

~Napoleon

~books: From Change to Chains; The Rise of the Tyrant.

~The Reign of Terror

~How Napoleon was exiled to the island of Elba

~The Napoleonic Wars

~the dhimmi.

~Support TCT.

#538 – 1/10

William talks about:

~how the First Amendment Evolved

~Book: For God and Country

~Colonies had their own religion.

~How the First Amendment was established



~The Bill of Rights.

~Talks about the 1st Amendment and defines the word of the 1st Amendment.

~Support TCT.

#539 – 1/11

William talks about:

~How the First Amendment evolved.

~Book: For God and Country

~The 1st Amendment limits the Government.

~Justice Joseph Story

~The State’s Jurisdiction.

~How laws change.

~Charles Darwin

~The Precedent Method

~How laws evolve

~support TCT

#540 – 1/12

William talks about:

~The 14th Amendment and how this Amendment impacted the 1st Amendment.

~book: For God and Country

~Case Precedent.

~How laws change.

~How many times a President can take office.

~Hugo Black

~Support TCT.

#541 – 1/13

William talks about:



~Hugo Black and how he changed the 1st Amendment.

~Book: For God and Country

~The different ways to change the Constitution.

~Meaningful beliefs.

~Atheism is a religion.

~What beliefs are.

~Crucible of Litigation.

~Secularism

~Support TCT.

#542 – 1/16

William talks about

~Religion of Secular Humanism

~Book: For God and Country

~People need to accept others and not hate.

~Hostility to religion.

~Christians are not tolerated.

~Temporal Punishments

~Support TCT.

#543 – 1/17

William talks about

~The Father of the Constitution – James Madison

~book: For God and Country

~Worship is happening if it is giving to God.

~George Mason wanted to re-write the Bill of Rights.

~Why people need to repent of their sins

~John Leland.



~Support TCT.

#544 – 1/18

William talks about:

~the U.S. Leaders discussion of the National Day of Prayer.

~book: For God and Country

~The Whiskey Rebellion.

~Why sins need to be confessed

~Why sins need to be punished

~Presidents declaring a day of Prayer and Fasting

~Support TCT.

#545 – 1/19

William talks about:

~the history of Georgia

~book: What Every American Needs to Know About the Quran.

~James Oglethorpe

~The different settlers that settled in the state of Georgia.

~Where the Protestants who came to Georgia were from.

~The War of Jenkin’s Ear.

~Bishop John England.

~Support TCT.

#546 – 1/20

William talks about:

~James Monroe

~book: America’s God and Country

~the Battle of Trenton



~The French Revolution

~When the state was added to the Union.

~People need to preserve their liberty.

~support TCT.

#547 – 1/23

William talks about:

~J. Edgar Hoover

~Machiavelli

~book: The Rise of the Tyrant

~How penitentiaries were started

~what people believe is right and wrong

~why leaders like to control others and why they use crises

~Talleyrand

~support TCT.

#548 – 1/24

William Federer talks about:

~What Common Core is.

~William Holmes McGuffey

~book: America’s God and Country

~Why people need to follow laws.

~What is right and wrong, a conscious.

~Why it’s important to seek God.

~encourages the viewers to go to the website.

~support TCT.

#549 – 1/25

William Federer talks about:



~Admiral David Glasgow Farragut

~book: America’s God and Country

~David Porter

~Matthew Fontaine Maury

~U.S.S. Navy

~People had Christian faith.

~encourages the viewers to go to the website.

~Support TCT.

#550 – 1/26

William talks about:

~Ulysses S. Grant

~book: America’s God and Country.

~How Grant resigned from the military

~The Battle of Gettysburg

~Shenandoah Valley

~How Grant stopped the Act of Indian Removal

~Quaker policy

~The Siege of Vicksburg

~ Support TCT.

#551 – 1/27

William Federer talks about:

~Ulysses S. Grant

~Book: For God and Country

~What attrition is.

~How slavery ended

~Slavery in Cuba



~The greenbacks

~The Indian Removal Policy

~What a pogrom is.

~the Gilded Age

~support TCT.

#552 – 1/30

William talks about:

~How Christians were persecuted.

~book: The Rise of the Tyrant

~Nero was a brutal man

~How Christians were driven out of the military

~The Star-Spangled Banner

~James McHenry

~Encourages the viewers to go to the website.

~Support TCT.

#553 – 1/31

William talks about:

~Pennsylvania and the Delaware Indians

~Book: For God and Country

~The Ottoman Empire

~The Counsel of Constance

~The Thirty Years War

~John and Charles Wesley

~The Belt of Wampum

~Encourages the viewers to go to the website.

~Support TCT.



#554 – 2/1

William Federer talks about:

~Moravian Missionaries

~Book: For God and Country

~The Lenepe Indians

~The French and Indian War

~The two threads of history

~The Opium Wars

~The Indian Removal Act

~Chief Gelelemend

~Ludwig van Zinzendorg

~support TCT.

#555 – 2/2

William talks about:

~book: For God and Country

~The three types of colonies

~The Dutch East India Company

~What a burgess is

~King Charles II

~Thomas Hooker

~The Mayflower Compact

~The Congregational Church

~Israel has a government from the bottom up

~Support TCT

#556 – 2/3

William talks about:



~James Wilson

~book: For God and Country

~Who could vote

~Voting Rights Act

~Theatre tests people’s morals

~Alexander the Great

~The Fifth Column

~Ways that a person could manipulate a vote

~support TCT.

#557 – 2/4 &2/6

William talks about:

~Book: The Rise of the Tyrant.

~the Constitutional Convention.

~What Babel was.

~A salaried bureaucracy.

~Why people want politicians to become powerful.

~support TCT.

#558 – 2/4 & 2/7

William talks about:

~how to get more of what you want.

~book: Rise of the Tyrant.

~How to get money

~why people want to take what other people have.

~Plato

~Examining governmental leaders.

~How leaders take power.



~how to pit selfishness against themselves.

~positive and negative motivation.

~Frederic Bastiat.

~Support TCT.

#559 – 2/4 & 2/8

William talks about:

~Frederic Bastiat.

~Book: Rise of the Tyrant

~Virtue

~Samuel Langdon

~Noah Webster

~What polling is.

~What a republic is.

~Lord Acton

~Support TCT.

#560 – 2/4 & 2/9

William Federer talks about:

~Thomas Jefferson.

~Ways to change laws.

~book: For God And Country.

~How laws change.

~what usurpation is.

~John Bingham – the 14th Amendment.

~the Government big enough to give people things is also big enough to take it all away.

~Support TCT.

#561 – 2/4 & 2/10



William talks about:

~the trend for parties.

~books: The Rise of the Tyrant, From Chains to Change.

~Spirit of Faction.

~Why it’s important to seek the Lord.

~The different parties and people’s attachment to the party.

~the Civil War

~Foreign Influence.

~What despotism is.

~support TCT.

#562 – 2/13

William talks about:

~The Thirteen original states.

~Book: America’s God and Country

~The State Constitution.

~The different states that ratified the Constitution.

~The Preamble to the Bill of Rights.

~John Wilson

~Encourages the viewers to go to the TCT website to support TCT.

#563 – 2/14

William talks about:

~The Vikings

~book: The Rise of the Tyrant

~the English Common Law

~The Code of Patrick

~King Alfred



~King Alfred’s Law

~the Normans

~Encourages the viewers to go to the website to support TCT.

#564 – 2/15

William talks about:

~American freedoms

~The Magna Carta

~books: From Change to Chains, and The Rise of the Tyrant

~Queen Esther

~The Code of Patrick

~Alfred the Great

~Richard the Lionhearted

~encourages the viewers to go to the website to support TCT.

#565 – 2/16

William talks about:

~The Magna Carta

~Books: Change to Chains, and The Rise of the Tyrant

~A Dictator

~The limitation of the King. It was their own words.

~King John

~The Stamp Act

~The different clauses of the Magna Carta

~Support TCT.

#566 – 2/17

William talks about:

~The Third Crusade.



~book: America’s God and Country

~King John

~Rome destroyed Jerusalem

~The dhimmi Status.

~Muslims killed Christians

~Gregory Bar-Hebraeus

~the Crusades

~the First Crusade.

~Encourages the viewers to support TCT.

#567 – 2/20

William talks about:

~Richard the Lionhearted.

~the Third Crusade

~Book: What Every American needs to know about the Quran.

~Saint Nicholas.

~The First Crusade

~The Second Crusade.

~Aleppo

~The Third Crusade

~Encourages the viewers to go to the website to support TCT.

#568 – 2/21

William talks about:

~When writing was invented.

~Book: America’s God and Country

~Egyptian Hieroglyphics

~Equality



~the Caste System

~The Story of King Saul

~Support TCT.

#505 – 2/22

William Federer talks about:

~The history of slavery

~Book: Three Secular Reasons why America Should Be Under God

~The most common form of government

~The concept of equality

~Where the word “Slave” came from

~The Feudal System

~The Incan Empire

~Support TCT.

#506 – 2/23

William Federer talks about:

~The Incan Empire

~Book: Three Secular Reasons Why America Should Be Under God.

~Slavery began in Cuba

~The Quaker Memorial

~Slave revolts in Haiti

~The Civil War

~The Spanish-American War

#507 – 2/24

William Federer talks about:

~How the First Amendment evolved

~Book: Backfired



~The Great Migration

~The Federalists Camp

~The Bill of Rights

~Support TCT.

#508 – 2/27

William Federer talks about:

~The First Amendment

~Book: Backfired.

~The established denominations

~The purpose of the First Amendment

~The states that allow the Blue Laws

~The rights of Conscience

~support TCT.

#509 – 2/28

William Federer talks about:

~Joseph Story

~book: Backfired

~James Madison – “The Father of the U.S. Constitution”.

~the purpose of the First Amendment

~Herbert Spencer

~The case precedent theory

~the 14th Amendment

~support TCT.

#510 – 3/1

William Federer talks about:

~how the 10th and 14th Amendments were changed



~Book: Backfired

~people would change the wording of the Amendments

~Religion was under the States’ jurisdiction.

~The “Crucible of Litigation”.

~support TCT.

#511 – 3/2

William Federer talks about:

~Separation of Church and State

~Book: Backfired.

~Why Justices needed to recluse themselves. It was because they needed to hold old values.

~Why people want the Bill of Rights to be destroyed

~Calvinistic church that Thomas Jefferson started.

~Jefferson’s view on church and state.

~support TCT.

#512 – 3/3

William Federer talks about:

~James Madison

~Book: Backfired.

~William Bradford

~The importance of the Freedom of Conscience

~George Mason proposed that handcuffs needed to be placed on the Government.

~the War of 1812.

~why George Mason did not sign the U.S. Constitution.

~support TCT.

#513 – 3/6

William talks about:



~Book: Backfired

~Madison is the father of the Constitution.

~the Bill of Rights

~The Spectrum of Power

~John Leland

~Support TCT.

#514 – 3/13

William talks about:

~the Freedoms of the Constitution

~Book: What Every American Needs to Know About the Quran

~The Bill of Rights.

~Joseph Story

~What the Blue Laws Are

~The States that ratified the Bill of Rights.

~support TCT.

#515 – 3/14

William talks about:

~Separation of Church and State

~Roger Williams

~Book: Three Secular Reasons Why American Should Be Under God

~The Puritans

~Where the Phrase “Separation of Church and State” was first used

~The Main Baptists Tenant.

~support TCT.

#516 – 3/15

William Federer talks about:



~Thomas Jefferson

~The Danbury Baptists

~Book: The Original 13

~What Hate Crime Legislation Is

~The differences between Islam and Jefferson

~How people were chased out of different states.

~Support TCT. 

#517 – 3/16

William talks about:

~Book: The Original 13

~The Danbury Baptists

~taxes

~John Leland

~The Rights of Conscience

~ William Penn

~The Four types of church governments

~The Anglican Church was disestablished

~Support TCT.

#518 – 3/17

William talks about:

~book: American Minute

~the history of Leap Day

~Julius Caesar

~Pompeii

~The Julian Calendar

~The Lunar Calendar



~How the months were developed 

~the history of Easter

~Support TCT.

#519 – 3/20

William talks about:

~The Ten Commandments

~book: Change to Chains

~Cecil B. Demille

~Love is voluntary

~George Orwell

~How the Ten Commandments influenced the President’s decisions.

~Support TCT.

#520 – 3/21

William talks about:

~Cardinal Nolan

~Hospitals

~Hospitals were staffed by religious orders

~The Hotel-Dieu

~Saint Vincent de Paul

~America’s First Hospital

~Organizations of religious Convictions

~Support TCT.

#521 – 3/22

William talks about:

~book: Backfired

~Charles V.



~The Treaty of Augsburg

~William Penn

~John Carroll

~Georgetown Hospital

~the King wanted and forced people to follow him.

~why people should choose to believe the King

~Evangelism

~support TCT.

#522 – 3/23

William talks about:

~Georgetown University

~John and Charles Carroll

~book: Backfired

~Why love should be voluntary

~Daniel Carroll

~Elizabeth Seton

~Support TCT.

#523 – 3/24

William talks about:

~Vlad the Impaler

~Victor Hugo

~book: What Every American Needs to Know About the Quran

~the Story of Deborah

~the Muslim invaded Romania

~Support TCT.

#569 – 3/27



William talks about:

~Noah Webster

~book: Who Is the King in America?

~Egyptian Hieroglyphics

~papyrus

~the beginning of astronomy.

~Nat Turner

~the alphabet

~The Caste System

~support TCT.

#570 – 3/28

William talks about:

~How the people functioned under God.

~Book: Who Is the King In America?

~talks about what the law is.

~The conscience

~How people fell into moral chaos.

~Jesus took the punishment for moral unrighteousness.

~David and King Saul

~Noah Webster.

~support TCT.

#571 – 3/29

William talks about:

~Noah Webster

~book: Who Is the King In America?

~the book The Blue Back Speller by Noah Webster.



~people need to have morals and values.

~the orders of Connecticut.

~Johannes Gutenberg

~The school would teach students the New Testament.

~What a republic is.

~Support TCT.

#572 – 3/30

William talks about:

~Ivan the Terrible

~book: From Change to Chains

~What a Republic Is.

~Who Novgorod was.

~The founding father of Russia.

~The Battle of Ice

~How Baghdad was destroyed in 1258.

~support TCT.

#573 – 3/31

William Federer talks about:

~How the Mongolians controlled Russia.

~Alexander Nevsky

~book: From Change to Chains

~What a Republic is.

~Burke Khan.

~Louis XVI

~Hans Frank

~support TCT.




